
A Manhattan Ice Floe...
sets in motion...questions about the way

we look and the way we see now. The
present moment in the visual arts presents
another opportunity to say, “We have
looked, and thought, and gazed, as we should
not have. How should we look now?” And
I can imagine voices asking, “What do you
mean ‘We,’ White Man?” That questioning
of my system—of just where I stand when I
use words to refer—calls attention to the
edges of my systems, and is an experience of
the problem to which some new art provides
model solutions. Where I stand, in my
axiomatic metaphor, is on an ice floe. An ice
flow, having split from a coldly solid
continuum, floats as a functioning plane—as a
part which is itself a rather edgy whole, and
with boundaries where something beyond
becomes discontinuous too.
One way to look at a work of visual art is to
wonder who it calls upon one to be.. or to
become. Gauguin painted the questions
which works of art willy-nilly ask: “Where
Do We Come From? What Are We?
Where Are We Going?” Agenda means “that
which is to be done.” A work of art asks and
answers the question, “What is to be done?,”
by showing something that can be done as it
should be done. I have been looking at the
agenda of abstract painting and sculpture in
1992 to see how it would set us in motion
toward ourselves—here and now—in this
contemporary artspace which is—for a
moment—just out of reach of the rules,
conventions, and any validated systems which
claim to have solid foundations. And that
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The news on Manhattan Iceland as I write is
of a variety of interests in abstract or non
representational painting. Within two years,
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Andre Emmerich; “Openwork,” MarjorieABSTRACT PATNTING
an essay, “Abstraction, Advocacy Of,” inQJ\J A M4I\THATTAN ICE FLOE Tema Celeste #34, January 1992 (the second
of two special issues on “The New Forms of
Abstraction”). She discusses two shows:‘.S. ‘“ilson “Conceptual Abstraction” at Sidney Janis
Gallery, and “The Metaphysics of Light” at
John Good Gallery. She thinks of an
“impromptu, yet opportune” survey show as
“...a party that aspires to the condition of an
argument.” I think of it also as an ice field.
Stubbornly but not systematically unrelated
to these shows is one at Max Protetch,
curated by Ruth Kaufrnann and Mike Metz,
entitled “Stubborn Painting.” This show

A attempted to move some painters who have
been there the whole time—Forrest Bess,
Paul Feeley—into a foundational position
under some recent works which incorporateA MAGAZINE OF CONTEMPORARY ART more than one style (style, rhetoric, mode) of
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painting. It also included, at an oddly
illuminating angle, and among his own
alignments and/or non-alignments, Richard
Tuttle.
Many of these new paintings—most of them
pleasantly impersonal and not self-centered—
seem to be thinking about whether a painting
might use two systems which, if they were
located together in a logical space, would be
contradictory. These paintings bring the
non-organic rectilinear into focus on one
plane along with the biomorphic—without
cover-up harmonizing. The works include
both—both “organic” curvilinear and
straight-edged angular—without making one
focal and the other subsidiary, or one figure
and one ground. The rectangular framework
of painting has usually been subsidiary to
something curvilinear about the focal
image—if only because our looking tends to
round the corners. But here we have
experiences of both so strong it becomes
bothness. Among these painters are Thomas
Nozkowski, Elizabeth Murray, Mary
Heilman, Jonathan Lasker.
These paintings do not usually labor to
reconcile two systems into a single system—
they go ahead, affably, to use both in one
whole work of art. In this show, Philip
Guston, in three wildly beautiful paintings,
seems to be working both at the edge of a set
of rules for abstraction, and at the very edge of
a set of rules for representation of a nameable
image. This he does without forcing an
either/or choice between abstraction or
representation, as though saying, “So much
for contradiction.”
Between one set of rules and decisions, and
another set of rules and decisions, percolates
the uncertainty and undecidability of the
relation of “between.” The uncertainty exists
because we have no rules for what occurs
between two sets of rules. We have no
language for what happens between two
languages. Any such area is an area of
potential rulelessness—beyond the
conventions (which is where we are if we
want to be). It starts at the edge of one
system, and continues to the edges where
other systems both begin and end.
Relationships in such an area are open and
inconclusive. Contingent. One can’t enforce
one’s own rules of between, and might not
want to—as Mel Bochner suggested in his
work of 1971, Seven Properties of Between,
when he included an error in his system, as
though showing that trying to make too
much sense makes nonsense. Bochner’s
newest paintings prove visually that
systematic continuities, and unsystematic
discontinuities, need not frustrate each other
in opposition, for both contribute themselves
to wholeness and unity in a work of art.
Differences from earlier abstract art are
emerging clearly now as paintings and

sculptures display multiple systems which are
not combined into one system—and which
yet are components of a work of art which
has unity and wholeness. How to use a
system without coordinating it with another
system into a single larger system is a problem
in these works which want a system neither
to take over nor to be taken over. More than
one game is always being played at a time,
but the interval or spatial discontinuity
between any two games is not a game-for it
has no rules. Between two games, or sets of
rules, or systems, or languages, is an area of
incongruences—an area not faceted or shaped
from within by analogies with edges which
can multiply themselves in the interior.
The point of a work of art with unstructured
areas between structures is that we are always
at the edges between sets of rules—in an
almost vacant area of weak or doubtful
implications. In my axiomatic metaphor, an
artist works on an ice flow—a surface which
might seem to be a solid foundation—but
which from our perspective we can see to be
a set of perspectives shifting and wavering
uncertainly. And—the very predicament that
art should confide in—one cannot get off the
ice floe to compare relative perspectives with
absolute perspectives. While the ice floe may
not be a stable and closed system, it can be a
fairly stable and open system within an ice
field. We are always, fortunately, drifting out
of reach of conventions or rules of
language—beyond the grasp of those who
would average us or round off our anomalies.
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And we are free to improvise truths to fit the
occasion—”impromptu yet opportune.” As
the athlete being interviewed on the radio
said, “Everything is going like clockwise.”
In 1992, works of art can be grouped
according to how they solve the problem of
how to let more than one system—ordered,
internally coherent, and coordinated—dwell
in the neighborhood of another system or
other systems without forcing everything into
a single system in order to achieve unity and
wholeness. Some paintings shift gradually
from one system into another—changing one
set of rules for another set, with overlappings.
Other paintings display discontinuities within
the work—even physical discontinuities as
when two or more panels are joined into
units but do not adhere. The units of panels
don’t need to coincide with units of color, or
to be congruent with the units of
brushstrokes. A system such as a grid can co
exist with another system which is now on
one side of the grid, now on the other; so
systems can even interpenetrate without
becoming one system—without needing or
having to become one system. Sometimes
two patterns which look congruent will
reveal themselves to be casually incongruent
when they look as though they might
converge, but then diverge in a near-hit
and/or near—miss.
I must not be too systematic myself here.
Sometimes a systematic pattern seems to have
been cut up, and sections rotated according
to no explicit rule derived from the pattern
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itself. The edge or limit or boundary of a
system is a challenge to survive both within
and without systems. I think ofjames Joyce’s
“silence, exile and cunning” transfonned in
Soho into “tacit, outside the system, with a
knack.” If what is at work in a work of art is
truth (Martin Heidegger), then we do well to
remember that one cannot prove that one is
sincerely intending to work at the truth
within a system of conventions. However,
the very intention to show and tell what is
true has already put one outside conventions
and systems anyway—for, as Donald
Davidson writes in “Communication and
Convention” (in Inquiries into Truth and
Interpretation), “There is no convention of
sincerity.” But between those conventions?
among unschooled truancies?
A system may still claim, but it can in no
way prove itself to be, a structure of all—
inclusive truths constructed upon an
immutable foundation; and it cannot prove
that it is complete. When Jasper Johns said,
“I am a liar,” he made a statement which, if
true, is false, and which if false, is true, so that
the statement is not provable. His statement
said: Be prepared to dwell among
undecidable statements in a system which
must remain incomplete. Accept the

frustration of undecidables, and work within
a system which constructs a contingent but
secure foundation under itself if it stands up
self-validatingly. One understands that any
decision will be part of the content of later
decisions, with no conclusive decisions, yet
with possible self—evident validities within
immediate experiences insofar as they do not
aspire to the spherical structure of logical
space.
When any methods of construction can
become content in later aesthetic
constructions—and they all have—art must
think about its methods of thinking as
content. Visual questions are methods of
probing something—perhaps anomalous,
unnameable, unconventional, and resistant to
being rounded off—onto a plane of
observables. Current visual art probes the
wholeness of a work as a continuum in
relation to the discontinuities within the
work. Here then is the visual version of the
general question of the desirability of
wholeness. The wholeness of a work of art is
different from the wholeness of a system, or a
conceptual scheme, which can explain
everything and be applied everywhere—like
an unbound pattern which has no intrinsic
limits. I am assuming, without proof, that

such a total system is undesirable, but not
everyone agrees. Some of us may accept self-
imposed limits on our powers—as anyone on
an ice floe well might. We may be free to
make a game of being among games which

take themselves too seriously—but we
actually do dwell, and at our peril, near
systems which are not self-limiting, and
which would dominate us if they could. The
problems of how to defend oneself against
vice without being vicious, and of how to
defend oneself against ignorance without
acting ignorantly, now include how to live—
without oversystematizing—next to totalizing
systems which are neither self—doubting nor
self-questioning, and which certainly don’t
want to learn to live next to us.
The thoughts that are thinking themselves
through in artists—with or without their
awareness and complicity—are thoughts of
how to live now as a “stable open system”
(Michael Polanyi’s phrase for life) in un—
order, un-coordination, and un
subservience—neither matching nor
significantly mismatching other systems.
Today, in art of varying quality, I see artists
trying to teach themselves to hold their
beliefs about the correct structure of events
by proving visually that the wholeness of an
aesthetic structure is not that wholeness
which has a potential for an all-inclusiveness
which would annihilate other systems. I see
artists working to develop a talent for edges—
a knack for knowing what to do with the
edges of a system, and for what to do with
those unnamed areas between systems. Such
wholeness is consistent with incompatibilities
among systems, and might even be enhanced
by subsuming incompatibles without
sentimentalizing them into Federal Plaza
compatibilities.
Learning how to look at a painting is a
model for how to learn to look at events.
These paintings, and some sculptures, call
upon us to continue to work on some lessons
about art, friendship, confederation, and
other structures with problematic in-between
areas which have rough edges. One useful
teacher of such lessons is John Ashbery, who
when between books writes essays on visual
art—this one reprinted in Writers on Art,
North Point Press. In 1986, he describes a
representational painting which mixes modes
as “...a little anthology of ways of seeing,
feeling and painting, with no suggestion that
any one way is better than another. What is
better than anything is the renewed
realization that all kinds of things can and
must exist side by side at any given moment,
and that that is what life and creating are all
about.” And so it is on a Manhattan ice flow.

W.S. Wilson is an art critic and writer
living in Manhattan. His books include Why
Don’t I Write Like Franz KaJka, 1977, and
Birthplace, 1982.

Dorothea Rockbume, Magenta Lsght, 66” x 66” oil on gessoed linen, 1990. Courtesy Andre Emanerich Gallery,
New York.
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